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The structure of a certain class of separably acting reflexive operator algebras is 
investigated for which the nest algebras of .I. Ringrose can be considered 
prototypes. To a fixed von Neumann algebra and a complete nest of projections 
contained therein one associates the algebra of all operators in the von Neumann 
algebra which leave every member of the nest invariant. A generalization of the 
Ringrose criterion for inclusion in the Jacobson radical of a nest algebra is given 
for this more general class of algebras. Further properties of the radical are studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
R. Kadison and I. M. Singer [9] introduced their theory of triangular 
operator algebras in 1959, and in 1963 J. Ringrose [ 141 introduced a theory 
of reflexive operator algebras with totally ordered invariant subspace lattices 
which he called nest algebras. A nest is a family of closed subspaces of a 
Hilbert space totally ordered by inclusion, and the associated nest algebra is 
the class of all bounded linear operators from the space into itself which 
leave invariant each member of the nest. These include the most tractable of 
the maximal triangular algebras, the hyper-intransitive ones, and can be 
regarded as prototypes of certain more general classes of reflexive operator 
algebras. 
A natural generalization of Ringrose’s original concept of nest algebra is 
that of a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra. In precise terms, to a 
fixed separably acting von Neumann algebra 2 and a complete nest .a of 
projections contained in 5!? one associates the algebra G’ of all bounded 
linear operators in 9 which leave invariant every member of I ,I ‘. So 
(2’ = 9 n GpII;, where a,,- denotes the nest algebra of ,&‘ in L(H). 0’ is then 
a reflexive operator algebra with invariant subspace lattice equal to the 
reflexive lattice generated by ,/f - together with the projections in the 
commutant of 9 in L(H). This lattice is often highly noncommutative, but 
results show it is perhaps the most tractable of the noncommutative noncom- 
plemented subspace lattices. 
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A principal result of Ringrose ] 141 is an operator-theoretic charac- 
terization of the Jacobson radical of an arbitrary nest algebra (the Ringrose 
criterion) which has proven to be the key to much of the subsequent work 
accomplished in this area. Known results for nest algebras lead naturally to 
questions concerning this more general class. The study of such an algebra, 
and in particular its Jacobson radical, is at least in part motivated by the 
success enjoyed by Ringrose and others in their study of the corresponding 
properties of nest algebras. Also, applications of the theory of nest algebras 
are likely to have extensions to this more general setting, at least in certain 
cases. We remark that this study makes essential contact with certain aspects 
of the work of Loebl and Muhly [ 111, in which they showed that nest- 
subalgebras of von Neumann algebras are precisely the algebras of analytic 
operators with respect to certain one parameter groups of inner 
*automorphisms of the von Neumann algebras. 
While nest-subalgebras of von Neumann algebras are natural 
generalizations of nest algebras they frequently bear little resemblance to 
their prototypes. This is most easily seen by observing that (countable) direct 
sums of nest algebras are members of this class. Thus while extensions of 
results for nest algebras to this class are sometimes possible, they are often 
nontrivial (e.g., the work on direct sumls of nest algebras in 171). 
This paper is organized in the following fashion. Section 1 contains 
preliminaries and Section 2 concerns basic properties of nest-subalgebras of 
von Neumann algebras. In Section 3 we establish elements of a direct 
integral decomposition theory for separably acting commutative subspace 
lattices as needed in this paper. In Section 4 we examine certain properties of 
nest-subalgebras of von Neumann algebras via the decomposition of the 
algebra along the center of the von Neumann algebra. This section contains 
a simple criterion which specifies precisely when a given separably acting 
commutative subspace lattice is the invariant subspace lattice of some nest- 
subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra. 
In Section 5 a version of the Ringrose criterion is established (5.7) valid 
for arbitrary nest-subalgebras of von Neumann algebras. The result is first 
established for nest-subalgebras of factors, and then “lifted” to the 
appropriate version for the general case. This result is then used in Section 6 
where we investigate the relationship between rad @ and rad a,,.. It is shown 
that given an arbitrary countable subset S of rad @! there always exists a nest 
-FO in lat fl with the property that rad @, +-0 contains S. So every countably 
generated topologically nil ideal in G? is contained in the radical of some nest 
algebra relative to L(H). It is also shown that in all but the simplest cases 
the ideal rad G’ is never entirely contained in the radical of any single nest 
algebra with nest in lat @. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, all Hilbert spaces discussed will be separable, all 
operators will be bounded, all subspaces will be closed, and all projections 
will be self-adjoint. Let H be a Hilbert space. We write L(H) for the 
collection of all bounded operators on H, C(H) for the unit ball of L(H) (i.e., 
the set of contractions on H), and P(H) for the lattice of projections in L(H). 
The space C(H) is to be regarded as equipped with the strong operator 
topology and the Bore1 structure subordinate to it; this makes C(H) into a 
complete metric space. 
Let Y be a collection of subspaces containing {O} and H which form a 
lattice under the operations V and A, where M V N is the subspace generated 
by M and N while M A N is the intersection M n N. .P is commutative if the 
projections on the subspaces commute pairwise. i2” is a nest (usually denoted 
by . I ‘) if the lattice is linearly ordered by inclusion; thus a nest is com- 
mutative. 
For convenience we shall disregard the distinction between a subspace of 
H and the orthogonal projection on it. Thus a lattice will consist of either 
subspaces or projections depending on the context in which it is used. As 
usual we write Lat S for the lattice of all projections left invariant under 
every operator in a subset S of L(H), and dually Alg Q denotes the algebra 
of all operators leaving each projection in a subset Q of Z’(H) invariant. The 
term subspace lattice will denote a strongly closed lattice of projections 
containing 0 and I. Unless otherwise stated, all lattices will be strongly 
closed and the term algebra will refer to a strongly closed operator algebra 
with identity. An algebra 6Y is reflexive if @ = Alg Lat C?‘, and dually a 
lattice 2’ is reflexive if Y’ = Lat Alg 9’. Subspace lattices need not be 
reflexive; however, commutative subspace lattice are reflexive [ I]. Strongly 
closed lattices are complete as lattices, and the converse is true for 
commutative lattices; arbitrary complete lattices need not be strongly closed, 
however [18, 121. 
Let , I‘ be a complete nest of projections. We use “<” to denote inclusion, 
“<” being reserved for poper inclusion. If NE. 4 ; Nf 0. write 
N~=V(L~.~~:L<N},andsetN~=OforN=O.IfN~#NwetermN~ 
the immediate predecessor of N in .4 .^ Also, if N # Z write N, = A {M E I I ‘: 
M > N}, and set N, = Z for N = I. If N, #N we term N, the immediate 
successor of N. If -4‘ is a nest we use the notation @., to denote the nest 
algebra Alg ~ 4 ^ . The core q+ is the von Neumann algebra generated by the 
projections in L I -. 
The Jacobson radical of an arbitrary algebra is defined to be the inter- 
section of the kernels of all strictly transsitive representations of the algebra 
[ 131. A right or left ideal in a Banach algebra 67 is (nil, topologicafly nil) if 
each of its elements is (nilpotent, quasinilpotent). The following theorem is a 
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statement of well known properties of the radical of a Banach algebra (See, 
e.g., [ 13, p. 571.) 
THEOREM 1.1. The radical R of a Banach algebra 6Y is a closed two- 
sided topologically nil ideal; R contains every topologically nil left or right 
ideal in Q’. 
If G’ is a Banach algebra with identity then it is apparent from the above 
theorem that 
R = {B E M: AB is quasinilpotent, A E GY} 
= (B E @‘I: BA is quasinilpotent, A E ~3’). 
Also, if a(A) denotes the spectrum of A in a then a(A + B) = a(A), A E 67, 
BER. 
We will usually denote the radical of an algebra 0’ by rad 6Y. 
If L I . is a nest of projections then a projection E is an ,4 -interval if E is of 
the form E = M - N, where i’t4, NE (4; M > N. The projections M, N are 
called the upper and lower endpoints of E, respectively. The endpoints of a 
nonzero . P--interval are well defined, for suppose E = Mi - Ni, i = 1, 2, and 
E # 0. Then M, > E and N, 1 E implies M, > N,; hence M, > M,. 
Similarly M, > Mr. Thus M, = M,, so also N, = N,. A projection is simple 
if it is a finite sum of mutually orthogonal M--intervals. 
In this original paper on nest algebras [ 141 Ringrose presented an 
operator-theoretic characterization of the Jacobson radical of an arbitrary 
nest algebra (the Ringrose criterion) which has proven to be the key to much 
of the subsequent work accomplished in this area. Ringrose actually 
presented two such criteria, equivalent for nest algebras, each of which is 
useful to us in its proper context. For this reason we present these here. Let 
R, +. denote rad @, + . . 
THEOREM 1.2 (Ringrose). If A E G?, f., then A E R, +- if and only if both of 
the following are satisfied: 
(i) Given N E J’^ with N # 0 and given E > 0 there exists L E -I such 
that L <N and ll(N-L)A(N-L)ll (E. 
(ii) Given N E.H with N # Z and given E > 0 there exists ME. 4“ 
such that N < M and ll(M - N) A(M - N)ll < E. 
THEOREM 1.3 (The Ringrose criterion). If A E a.,-, then A E R, +. if and 
only iffor each E > 0 there exists a finite set { Ei} of mutually orthogonal. .4 -- 
intervals with C Ei = I such that 11 EiAEi 1) < E, all i. 
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2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let .9 be a von Neumann algebra contained in L(H) and let Ld be a 
complete nest of projections contained in %8. Let a, ( denote the nest algebra 
alg I - and let (P( = 9 n fl, , denote the nest-subalgebra of 9 relative to I I 1 
In addition, let I 4 denote the lattice of projections in the cornmutant of 3. 
Then 65’ is reflexive, and if t - V H denotes the smallest strongly closed 
lattice containing ( ,I. and i 4 then 0’ = alg(& I ‘V / KY’). It is not known whether 
. I -VI H is reflexive in general: i.e., is the join of the projection lattice of a 
von Neumann algebra with a complete nest in its cornmutant necessarily 
reflexive? We present certain basic properties of nest-subalgeras of von 
Neumann algebras relevant to the sequel. Our terminology is that established 
above. 
LEMMA 2.1. CZ’ contains a m.a.s.a. I@ 9 contains a m.a.s.a. 
Proof: G’ contains a m.a.s.a. iff lat f?’ is commutative iff 9’ is abelian iff 
.% contains a m.a.s.a. I 
So there is no ambiguity in speaking of a nest-subalgebra of a von 
Neumann algebra which contains a m.a.s.a. These algebras are studied in 
depth in Section 4. 
A nest algebra is never semisimple unless its nest is the trivial lattice 
(0, H}. The following observation will prove useful. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let I I - be a nest in a Hilbert space H, and let N be an 
arbitrary member of. # -. If A is an operator with support in N’ and range in 
N then necessarily A E 0’ , . In fact A is in the radical of M,, . 
Proof Fix M E ,4 -. If MEN then AM=(O)cM. If MIN, then 
AMsNcM. So AMcM for every ME.I-. So AEM,,-. That 
A E rad(M, , .) now follows from the fact that the projection PN from H onto 
N is contained in @,,- and its image under any transitive representation of 
G’+ must be either 0 or the identity. I 
A nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra usually has nonzero radical. 
We state this formally. 
LEMMA 2.3. A nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra is never 
semisimple except in the case in which it is a von Neumann algebra. (This 
case occurs iff ,4“ consists of central projections of 9.) 
Proof: In the terminology of (2.1), clearly U = 9 iff J’- is contained in 
the center of 5. We remark that every self-adjoint algebra is semisimple 
113). On the other hand, if some projection NE ,.d” were not central then 
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some nonzero NBN’ is in a,,- by Lemma 2.2, and is also in ,9, so 
NBNL E ~7. Also by (2.2) we have NBN’ E rad(n,,), and since the radical 
is a two-sided ideal this implies NBN’ E rad(M). 1 
The above lemma shows that the radical plays a definite role in the 
structure of such an algebra. However, while fl G m.,- implies @n 
rad(@,,-) E rad(@), it does not in general follow that rad(CZ) c rad(cP,,). 
Thus rad(0’) cannot be studied in general via the Ringrose criterion for 
rad(@,,-), and its structure is often considerably more complex than that of 
rad(@,,-). This is studied in detail in Sections 5 and 6. The pathology is 
illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let {J,) be a countable family of nontrivial nests on 
Hilbert spaces {H,}. Let H=C@H,, and let 9 be the direct sum of the 
nests Z @ ..4;. (That is, all projections of the form P, @ P, @ . -. , Pi E L I I.) 
Then CZ = alg 9 is the direct sum of the nest algebras @, ‘;. Let E, be the 
orthogonal projection onto H, for each n, and let 9 be the commutant of the 
set {E, := 1, 2 ,... }. That is, 9 = Z @ Y(H,). Let K‘ be the ordinal sum of 
the ,4’; acting on H. That is, .8  ^ is the nest on H consisting of 0 and I 
together with all projections of the form E, @ E, @ . -. @ En- 1 0 P @ 
000 *** for P E -4’i, for each n = 1, 2 ,.... Then@=.9n@,,.soMisanest- 
subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra. Now for each n let P, be a nontrivial 
member of .Y,, and let S, be a partial isometry on H, with support in 
(E, - P,) and range in P,. Then S, E U.‘.-” for each n by (2.2) so that the 
direct sum S = C @ S, is in GY. It is easily seen that for each A E @ the 
product SA is nilpotent of index 2, so S E rad(M). Now for each n > 2 let V, 
be a partial isometry in L(H) with support in rang(S,) and range in 
sup(S,-,). Then V, E @,,- by (2.2) and the sum V= 2 V, converges in the 
strong operator topology and is in U,,.. However, (KS)” has norm one for 
all n so S is not in rad(@,,-). Thus rad(@) is not contained in rad(M, 4 ). We 
remark that the radical of a direct sum of nest algebras has been charac- 
terized in [7]. 
Remark. The above can be considered to be the discrete case in which 
,W is the commutant of a purely atomic abelian von Neumann algebra. In 
other cases we must employ direct integral reduction techniques to study 
properties of nest-subalgebras of von Neumann algebras in terms of known 
properties of nest algebras. 
Remark 2.5. A nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra is always 
“large” in that it generates the von Neumann algebra it is defined in terms 
of. Indeed, the work of [ 111 shows that CZ + cpI* is ultraweakly dense in .iip. 
This removes any ambiguity in the choice of 9 in the description of fl. (The 
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nest . I. can often be chosen in different ways. however.) The following 
observation proves useful. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let ~7 be the nest-subalgebra of the uon Neumann algebra 
.~z9 with respect to a nest _ I -. Then the center of 0 is equal to the center of, d. 
Proof: Clearly cent(M) 2 cent(.%). For the converse, if A E cent(U) then 
A commutes with f. since t  ^c G’ so A E ff f’ /r*. In particular A * E 6’ 
also. Thus A commutes with its adjoint so it is normal. So by Fuglede’s 
theorem A commutes with G“* as well as ff; hence it commutes with .n’ since 
0’ + G’* is ultraweakly dense in .;ip. 1 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF SUBSPACE LATTICES 
The purpose of this section is to establish the notion of a direct integral 
decomposition of a commutative subspace lattice which will be useful in 
investigating nest-subagebras of von Neumann algebras. There is a natural 
topological criterion for a field of commutative subspace lattices to be 
attainable as the direct integral decomposition of a subspace lattice and in 
particular we show that a direct integral of nests is realizable as the decom- 
position of a nest lattice. The consideration of more general lattices is not 
undertaken here for two reasons. First, the applications we have in mind in 
this paper do not need a more general theory, and second, certain fundamen- 
tally different problems arise which we need not consider in the commutative 
case. Arbitrary nest-subalgebras of von Neumann algebras can be dealt with 
via the commutative theory, even though their invariant subspace lattice are 
generally noncommutative. 
The ideas in this section parallel the notion of the direct integral of 
strongly closed algebras and for convenience and notation we briefly 
mention some germane results and definitions. For details of direct integral 
theory as regards von Neumann algebras we refer to [4, 161. We begin by 
fixing, once and for all, a sequence of Hilbert spaces h, c h, G ... G h, with 
h, having dimension n and h, spanned by the remaining h,‘s. Next, suppose 
we have a partitioned measure space (/i,,~, (e,}). This means /1 is a 
separable metric space, ,u is (the completion of) a regular Bore1 measure on 
/i and {e,) is a Bore1 partition of/i; we also assume that ,D is u-finite and A 
is almost a-compact. Then we form the associated direct integral Hilbert 
space H = s,, @ h(1) ,u(&). This consists of all (equivalence classes of) 
measurable functions f from /i into h, such that f (A) E h(1) = h, for L E e, 
and .I^ * (1 f (L)ll’ I < co. The element in H represented by the function 
A + f (A) is denoted by J‘,, Of (A) p(d). 
An operator A on H is said to be decomposable if there exists a strongly ,U 
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measurable operator-valued function A(.) defined on /i such that A(1) is an 
operator on h(A) and for fE H, Af(n) = A(n)f(A). We write A = J‘,, @ 
A(A)p(dA) for the equivalence class corresponding to A(I). If A(.) is a scalar 
multiple of the identity on h(A) for almost all A, then A is called digonal. The 
collection of all diagonal operators Q is called the diagonal algebra of/i. It 
is an abelian von Neumann algebra and 93’ is the algebra of decomposable 
operators. Moreover, each abelian von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space 
H corresponds to the algebra 8 with respect to some direct integral decom- 
position of H. 
Let 6Y be a strongly closed subalgebra of L(H) and let 9 be an abelian 
von Neumann algebra in the commutant of @‘. As mentioned above we can 
regard 5’ as the algebra of diagonal operators with respect to some decom- 
position H = I,, 0 h(L)p(dA) of the Hilbert space. Each A E CT is decom- 
posable and if (A,} is a strongly dense sequence in the unit ball of 0’ choose 
a representation A+ A,(l) for each n and let n(1) be he strongly closed 
algebra generated by (A,(L)}. This formal decomposition is denoted by 
fl- J‘A @ GY(L)p(dk) and it was shown in [2] that this decomposition is well 
defined in the sense that if {x,} is another strongly dense sequence and @(A) 
the corresponding algebras, there exists a p-null set N such that o(n) = @(A) 
off A? If [@?. 631 denotes the strongly closed algebra generated by 0’ and g 
then also [fl, U] - (, 0’(n) ,u(dl), and furthermore [0!, Q] is maximal with 
respect to this property. That is, if A is decomposable, then A E [CT, 9 ] iff A 
has a representative ,4 -+ A(2) with A(L) E Q’(1) p-a.e. In case that ‘3 c 6Y we 
write fl = J‘,, 6T(,l)p(d,l) and say that G! is the direct integral of the algebras 
0’(n). For these and related results we will refer to 12). 
One important result in the theory of decomposition of algebras is a 
criterion for when a field of algebras 1 +@(A) on a decomposed space H is 
attainable as the decomposition of an algebra acting on H; that is, when 
there exists an algebra M on H with 6!’ c 2 ’ and 02 - J‘,, @ @‘(A) p(dL). The 
basic result utilizes the notion of a multifunction and for topological reasons 
one associates the algebra with its unit ball (this restriction is usually only 
implied in the notation). For von Neumann algebras it was shown by E. G. 
Effros [5 1 and for non-self-adjoint strongly closed algebras it was shown in 
121 that a field 1 + @‘(A) of algebras on H = I‘,, @ h(l),~(dL) is attainable as 
an algebra OT on H if and only if 1 +@(A) is measurable as a multifunction 
from /i to the space (C(h), s.o.t.) of contraction operators on h (here 
h = h(A) p-a.e.). 
We may sometimes make the assumption in our proofs that for a direct 
integral decomposition H = I,, @ h(k) p(dL) the spaces h(A) are all equal to a 
single space h. When this is done a trivial modification adapts to the general 
situation. This enables us to use the terminology and theory of 
multifunctions in a simple fashion. Thus the values of the multifunctions we 
use will be closed sets in the space of contraction operators C(h) on a 
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Hilbert space h taken with the strong operator topology. Recall that we are 
assuming that our measure space (A,P) is complete. Under these conditions 
the notions of weak and strong measurability for a multifunction from 
II + C(h) coincide and we shall simply use the term measurable. The 
theorems of C. Castaing and others imply that in our case the measurability 
of a multifunction F: A + C(h) is also equivalent to the measurability of its 
graph in the product measure space or the existence of a countable dense set 
of measurable selectors: that is, measurable functions @,,: II + C(h) so that 
(#,(A)} is dense in F(l) p-a.e. Finally we may alter F on a set of measure 
zero so that the graph of F is a Bore1 set in the product Bore1 structure (cf. 
1.2, 3, 6, 171). 
We begin our decomposition theory for commutative subspace lattices 
paralleling the theory for algebras above by letting (,4,~) be a partitioned 
measure space and I, the algebra of diagonal operators on H = l,, @ h(l) 
p(dA). We first define what is meant by the formal decomposition of a lattice 
relative to a countable generating subset. We will show (3.4) that this formal 
decomposition is in fact independent of the particular generating set chosen. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Y’ be a strongly closed commutative lattice of 
projections in k . ( ’ Let (P ) be a countable subset of Y’ which generates Y 
as a strongly closed latticz and fix a Bore1 representative A + P,(1) for each 
n with P”(1) a projection for each 2. Define Y(1) to be the strongly closed 
lattice generated by (Pn(l)}. Denote this formal decomposition by Y’ - j,, @ 
Y(lL) p(d). 
Remark 3.2. It is elementary that every strongly closed lattice is 
complete, and for commutative lattices it is straightforward that 
completeness is equivalent to strong closure. A deep result of W. Arveson [ 1 ] 
shows that every commutative subspace lattice is reflexive, so that 
completeness, strong closure, and reflexivity are equivalent for separably 
acting commutative subspace lattice. Also, in the commutative case the 
lattice operations are strongly continuous, and it follows that the strong 
closure of a commuting lattice of projections is itself a lattice. These 
relationships do not hold in general. Our proofs depend upon theory 
established in (21 for algebras and upon properties of commutative lattices 
mentioned above. Thus while the formal decomposition (3.1) relative to a 
generating set “makes sense” for arbitrary subspace lattices the failure of the 
above relationships in the noncommutative case would make any noncom- 
mutative theory at least technically more difficult. We present the following 
simple example for sake of exposition. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. The closure in the strong operator topology (or even 
norm topology) of a complete lattice need not be a lattice. Let H have 
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(e,, e,, e3, e,} as an orthonormal basis and define P, to be the projection on 
span{e, + (l/n) e3, e, + (l/n) e,} and Q the projection on span(e,, e3}. For 
each n, Q A P, =0 while Q V P,=I. Moreover, P, A P,=O while 
P, V P, = I if n # m. Then 9 = (0, 1, Q, P, , P, ,... } is a complete lattice. 
However, P, the projection on span(e,, e,}, is in the strong closure of Y. If 
p.0.t. were a lattice, then R, the projection on span{e,}, would also be in 
p. This is impossible since ll(R -P,) e, ]I > l/\/2 for all n while 
II@ - Q> e3 II = 1. 
The following proposition is the basic result concerning the decomposition 
of commutative subspace lattices given in (3.1). We use the “join” notation 
Y’ V. ~7 to denote the smallest subspace lattice containing both Y and ~ 4. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 9 be a commutative subspace lattice with formal 
decomposition rP - I@ F(n),u(dA) with respect to a diagonal algebra Y. 
Let 4 be the lattice of projections in the diagonal algebra and let 
Y0 = 5? V ,4. Then 
(1) (Alg Y) n 8’ = Alg Y0 = j @ Alg Y’(k) p(d1) and 
(2) g = j 0 P(A)/@), 
where (2) means that P E Y0 if and only if P(d) E Y’(n) p-a.e. Moreover two 
commutative subspace lattices ik; and 4” have the same decomposition ,a-a.e. 
if and only if 
ProoJ Let {P,} be the generating set for ip used to determine Y(n) and 
;1-+ Pn(l) fixed Bore1 representatives for P,. Let 59 = {(A, A): A E C(h), 
AP&) = P,(A)AP,@) for all n}. Since composition is a continuous map in 
the s.o.t. this implies that 9 is a Bore1 set in /i x C(h) and thus 
d + Alg -ip(A) n C(h) is a measurable multifunction from /i to (C(h), s.o.t.). 
Thus by Theorem 5.5 in [2], there exists a unique algebra 07 containing G’ 
such that 
@ = 
J 
@ Alg Y’(n) ,a(dA). 
A 
If A EAlg.5$, then A is decomposable and a.e. A(A) P,,(l) = 
P,(A) A(A) P,(A) for all n. Thus A(A) E Alg Y(1) a.e. and hence A E 0’ by 
Proposition 3.13 in [2]. Conversely if A E G%‘, then A(,?) E Alg 9(A) a.e. and 
AP, = P,AP, for all II and hence A E Alg 40. Moreover, since A E 9’, then 
AP = PAP for all P in J and hence A E Alg YO. Finally, since -6Y is 
complemented we have g’ = alg-X so that Alg g0 = alg 9 f? L%‘. Thus we 
have shown that (1) holds. 
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Since Alg PO = l* @ Alg P(~),D(&) let {A,} be a generating set in Alg 2; 
so that (A,(1)} generate Alg Y’(A) p-a.e. (Theorem 5.5 in [ 21.) If P E Ii;, 
then PA,P = A,P for all n and hence P(A) A,(I) P(A) = A,,(A) P(I) p-a.e. for 
all il. Thus P(A) E Lat(A,@)} = Lat Alg Y(A) = Y’(n) because of the reflex- 
ivity of commutative lattices. The argument is reversible which completes 
part (2). 
Let {Pn] and {Q,} generate Yi and Y* respectively, and determine decom- 
positions 2; - .J’,, @ Y;(A) ,~(dn) and 2; - .i, @ Y;(n) ,u(&), respectively. If 
-i/, V. X = 9’; VI H, then (P,} c Vi V. 4 and each P, has a representative 
A+ P,(1) so that P,(1) E Y;(n) p-a.e. by (2). Thus off a set of measure zero 
{P,(n)} c g(1) and h ence Yi(1) c Pi(n) p-a.e. Similarly (Q,(l)} c P’<(n) ,E 
a.e. and Y*(A) c%(n) p-a.e. Finally it follows directly from (2) that if 
P;(d) = Y;(l) p-a.e., then 2, V L d = Y1 V 47. 1 
Remark. If Y has two sets of generators, then the above argument 
shows that they yield the same formal decomposition of 9 pu-a.e. In addition 
we may clearly take the set (Pn} to be a dense countable sublattice of Y’. In 
this case we also have p-a.e. that (P,(l)} is a lattice and ths (P,(I)) -- = Y(2) 
pu-a.e. 
The converse of this decomposition is important and useful in several 
settings. As mentioned in the introduction to this section there are 
measurability conditions on a field of algebras to ascertain if they comprise 
the decomposition of an algebra on a direct integral of spaces. The following 
result shows the same is true for subspace lattices. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let it?- J‘/, 0 y’(n) PW) b e a decomposition of a 
commutative subspace lattice. Then ,I + Y(J) is measurable as a 
multifunction. Conversely if y is a measurable multifunction taking as values 
commutative subspace lattices in C(h), then there exists a commutative 
subspace lattice 2’ on H = J,, @ h(A) p(d2) so that Y’(n) = I&) p-a.e. 
ProoJ: As mentioned above, in this case measurability is equivalent to 
the existence of a dense set of measurable selectors. So the first statement 
follows from the remark above. Conversely let A-+ P,(2) be a dense set of 
measurable selectors for 1-+ I&). The operators P, = I@ P,(2) p(d1) form 
a commutative family of projections on H. If Y is the subspace lattice they 
generate, then by (3.1) we have P’(A) = I&) p-a.e. 1 
For a measurable field ,? + Y(n) of lattices there may be many lattices 
which have A + P(n) as their formal decompositions. If the lattices {P’(n)} 
have additional properties it is useful to know if these properties can be lifted 
to a lattice with the given decomposition. In case the lattices Y’(1) =. 4 ‘(1) 
are nests p-a.e. the answer is yes; that is, there exists a nest ,t (in general 
nonunique) so that L I - - i,, 0. t‘(1) ,u(d,I). 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let t,u: /i -+ (C(h), s.o.t.) be measurable so that u/(A) = 
I ‘(A) is a nest ,a-a.e. Then there exists a nest L 4‘ c Ul’ so that . f - j,, @ 
f ‘@) !@A). 
Proof: Let {P,) be a set of Bore1 functions on /i so that {P,(l)} is dense 
in v/(n) pu-a.e. We may assume that P,,(l) is a projection a.e. for all n. 
Assume that for 1 < i ,< k finite nests L 4; ,..., , t; in g ’ are determined so that 
{O. P,.I} =. “; c.4;~ ... C. f; and p-a.e. -Ii(A)= (O,P,(A) ,..., Pi(l),Z(A)}. 
Now suppose “; consists of Q, ,..., Q,,, where 0 = Q, < Q2 < . . . < Q,, = I. 
Define. /ii, to be the nest consisting of the projections in -4’; along with the 
projections Rk+,,j= (Pk+, A Qj) V Qj- 1 for 2 <j < nk. Since C 4 ‘(A) is a nest 
almost everywhere, for almost all 1 there is an i depending on 1 so that 
Pi(A)<P,+,(A)<Pi+,(l) or else either P,+,(A)>Pi(A) or Pk+,(A)< Pi(l) 
for 1 < i < k. In any event it is clear that (. t;+ ,(A)} = (P,(A) ,..., Pk+ ,(A)}. 
Since . f; and Pk+, are in G?’ it follows that L f;+ i is in P’. Let , I - be the 
completion of the nest U,% I; (3.2). It is clear from our construction that 
I‘- j* 0 s f ‘(A) /@A). I 
In general we will start with a commutative lattice and decompose it and 
its algerba into direct integrals of lattices and algebras in such a way as to 
study properties of P and Alg Y’. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Y’ be a commutative subspace lattice and let 
(r = Alg 2’. There exists a direct integral decomposition of (2’ and Y, so that 
0’ - j,,, @ M(A) ,a(dll), Y - l,, @ 9(l) ,a(d,l) such that (w(l) = Alg Y’(A) is 
irreducible. 
Proof: Let I( be the von Neumann algebra generated by the 
complemented projections dy in P. Since CP c Mn (7’. then ~57 c P:’ and 
0’ = [G’, P/l = j,, 0 G’(1) ,a(dA) while 9 = Y’ V .H = I,, @ P(A) ,u(dl). We 
have seen in the previous lemmas that G!(n) = Alg Y’(J). 
Let (A,} be a generating family for Gl! and assume A--) A,,(A) is a Bore1 
function for all n. Let E = {(I,, P):A,(l) P= PA,(A), Pf 0, I, for all n}. 
Then E is a Bore1 set in /i x C(h) and by Measurable Selection there exists a 
measurable cross-section P: /i -+ C(h) such that P(A) = 0 if II is not in D,,(E) 
and (A, P(A)) E E if A E n,,(E). (See remark below.) However, P and Z-P 
are in Lat 0’ = P and hence in g. Hence, P(A) = 0 or 1 pu-a.e. and hence 
ZZ,(E) = 0. Thus 0?(l) is irreducible a.e. and Y(A) has no complemented 
members p-a.e. 1 
Remark 3.8. Throughout the paper we shall invoke the principle of 
Measurazble Selection. We shall refer to it as Measurable Selection or von 
Neumann’s Selection Theorem. For a proof of a version sufficient for our 
cases von Neumann’s original version or that of J. Schwartz [ 16. p. 26) will 
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suffice. For a detailed exposition of the result and the related results we use 
concerning multifunctions we refer the reader to Wagner’s work ] 17 ]. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF NEST-SUBALGEBRAS AND A 
CRITERION FOR COMMUTATIVE SUBSPACE LATTICES 
In this section it is shown that the decomposition of a nest-subalgebra of a 
von Neumann algebra M along the center of the von Neumann algebra leads 
to algebras with simpler structure. This is used here and in the sequel to 
obtain results for the algebras which are not directly related to the decom- 
position. We first consider the case in which 0’ contains a m.a.s.a. (or 
equivalently, lat(G!‘) is commutative). Recall (Lemma 2.1) that this is also 
equivalent to w*(U) containing a m.a.s.a. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let fl be a reflexive operator algebra which contains a 
m.a.s.a. Then (‘7 is a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra if and onlj 
if (7’ is (equivalent to) a direct integral of nest algebras. This is true iff lat(U) 
is (equivalent to) a direct integral of nests. 
Pro05 Let G’ be the direct integral G’ = .(‘* 0 G’(A),u(dA) of nest algebras 
with diagonal operators 5’. Then 1 + (r(1) is measurable from /1 to (C(h), 
s.o.t.) and consequently A + Lat G’(J) =. f ‘(1) is measurable [ 2 ]. Now by 
Proposition 3.6, there exists a nest . I on H, so that , I - - .(‘,, 0. I ‘(1) ,u(dA). 
Proposition 3.4 states that if 5“ =. k/ V I (, d the projections in 9 ). then 
Algii’=G’and AlgY’=G”nAlg<f‘. 
Conversely let ff be the nest-subalgebra with respect to the nest I and 
the von Neumann algebra .d which contains a m.a.s.a. Decompose the nest 
and .d with respect to the abelian algebra .S’. Letting .s” be 5’ in 
Proposition 3.4, we see that I - .)‘,, 0. I ‘(A),u(dA) and 
Alg.,!‘r‘l.B= ( @Alg. f‘(A)p(dA). 1 
. A 
In concrete situations it is often a priori unknown whether a given 
reflexive operator algebra is a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra, 
and this question is not always easily decidable even when one has a 
reasonable description of its lattice. Arveson has shown that every separably 
acting commutative subspace lattice admits a representation as the lattice of 
increasing subsets of some standard partially ordered measure space, and a 
concrete commutative subspace lattice is very often described in terms of 
such a representation [ 1, Theorem 1.3.11. Lattices 9 which are nests have 
the following trivial characterization: given P, Q E 9 either PQ’= 0 or 
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P’Q = 0. Theorem 4.2 gives an analogous simple criterion for commutative 
subspace lattices which have representations as direct integrals of nests. 
THEOREM 4.2. A rejlexive operator algebra with commutative subspace 
lattice Y is a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra ff its lattice Y 
satisfies the following criterion: given P, Q E 9 the projections PQ’ and P’Q 
are contained in complemented members of 9 (i.e., there exists an R E Y’ 
with R’ also in 9 such that PQ’ < R and P’Q < R’). 
Proof: Let @‘ be a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra 59 which 
contains a m.a.s.a. Then Lat a =< 4” V LaV, where .#Y are the projections in 
9’, . +‘ is the nest in .9 and by Proposition 3.4 we have ip = i,, CD- + ‘(1) 
,u(dl). Now if P, Q E Y, then let /i, = (1: P(I) > Q(n)] and define R(L) = 
x,,(l) Z(1). Again by Proposition 3.4, R and R’ are in Y’ and PQ’ < R while 
P’Q < RI. 
Now assume the lattice ia is commutative and satisfies the lattice property 
in the theorem. By Lemma 3.7, there exists a diagonal algebra 9’ such that 
with respect to 5+‘, Y = J’* @ Y(1) ,u(dL), Alg ip = J‘,, GJ Alg Y(A) 1(dL) 
with Y(I1) having no nontrivial complemented members. Let (P,} be 
strongly dense in Y’. For each pair m, n there is an R with R, R’ in Y such 
that p-a.e. we have P,(L) P,(1)’ ,< R(n) while P,,(L)l Pm(L) < R(J)‘, where 
we note that for each I either R(L) = 0 or R(1) = Z since Y(A) has no 
nontrivial complemented projections. This implies that ,ka.e. the set (P,(n)} 
is a nest and hence so must be its completion, and this is equal to Y’(A) ,k 
a.e. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let S be the unit square 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1 and let Y0 
be the class of all Bore1 subsets E of S with the property that whenever 
(x,, yO) E E then (x, y,) E E for all x > x0. If p is a finite Bore1 measure on 
S the multiplication operators corresponding to characteristic functions of 
sets in Y0 constitute a complete lattice of projections Y acting on the Hilbert 
space L2(S; ,u). An application of the above criterion shows that Alg i” is a 
nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra and that iz” is a direct integral of 
nests. 
We have indicated above the simplest class of nest-subalgebras of von 
Neumann algebras. More generally reduction of an arbitrary such algebra 
via the center of the von Neumann algebra leads to a representation as a 
direct integral of nest-subalgebras of factor von Neumann algebras. These 
latter algebras prove amenable to computational techniques (as we show in 
later sections) and certain results for nest algebras extend to this setting. 
THEOREM 4.4. Every separably acting nest-subalgebra of a von 
Neumann algebra is (equivalent to) a direct integral of nest-subalgebras of 
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factor von Neumann algebras. Conversely, if an operator algebra G’ admits 
such a representation then it is the nest-subalgebra of W*(U) with respect to 
some nest c 4’^ contained in W*(U). 
Prooj Let g be the center of 9. Since .9 and L,t. c p’ they can be 
decomposed as 9’ = J,, 0 9(L),u(dA) and c I ‘7 I,, 0% I ‘(A)p(dA), respec- 
tively. By Proposition 3.4, (Alg , I ‘) n 9’ = _( ,, @ Alg . I‘(n) ,u(dl). The 
graphs of A + Alg. t ‘(A) and A -+.9(k) are measurable in /i x C(h) with 
respect to the u-algebra generated by the p-measurable sets on /i and the 
Bore1 sets on (C(h), s.o.t.). Hence their intersection is a measurable set in 
/i x C(h). Thus A + Alg. ,I ‘(A) f’ 9’(A) is measurable and by Proposition 5.2 
in [2] there is an algebra 8 containing B such that B = J‘ @ Alg I I ‘(A) f? 
S?(L) ,u(dA). It follows from Corollary 3.4 in [2] that X= 
((Alg. I)nF’)f%??. However, Alg. I‘nF’n.9=Alg. f‘n.9 and 
Alg ~ I ‘(A) n .%(A) is a nest-subalgebra of a factor. 1 
The following example illustrates this decomposition. In case 07 contained 
a m.a.s.a. the decomposition in Theorem 4.1 also illustrates this result. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. In case *,! - is a nest in a type Z von Neumann algebra .9 
this decomposition yields a decomposition into nest-subalgebras of type I 
factors. Let .B be a type I,, factor: i.e., .9 = M, @ I,, where I, is the 
identity on a Hilbert space H, of dimension CI and M, is the algebra of n X II 
matrices on H,. If we assume L I. E 9, then each P in , I is of the form 
P = p@ I,, where P” is a projection in M,. If we denote by , 7. the nest 
(Z? p @ Z, E . I ‘}, then Alg I ‘(7 9 = (Alg , 7‘) @ I,. Thus a nest-subalgebra 
of a type one von Neumann algebra is decomposed into the direct integral of 
nest algebras tensor identities. We remark that the lattice of Alg . F‘ @ I, is 
noncommutative in case a > 1. 
5. THE JACOBSON RADICAL 
If 67, @ are Banach algebras with 67 E @ it is not in general true that 
rad(M) E rad(@), or equivalently, rad(0’) = 0’ n razd(@). 6? could be 
semisimple and fl radical, for instance. In fact for nest agebras @’ c 0 it 
follows from the Ringrose criterion that the reverse inclusion rad(@) c 
rad(@) holds. If d is a nest algebra and 6%’ an arbitrary subalgebra, either 
inclusion (or neither) is possible. It becomes of interest as to when such 
inclusion holds. In particular, if rad(G’) G rad(d) then the Ringrose criterion 
for d applies to 6Y as well. That is, elements in the radical of 0’ can be 
studied via the Ringrose criterion for @. We will show that if 3 is a factor 
von Neumann algebra, if, 4‘ is a complete nest of projections contained in 
.9, and if a is the nest-subalgebra of 9 associated with b Z -, then the radical 
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of (7’ is contained in the radical of the nest algebra U,, . Example 2.4 shows 
that this need not hold if .9 is not a factor. 
Next we show that the radical of an arbitrary nest-subalgebra of a von 
Neumann algebra is contained in the direct integral of the radicals of the 
summands for a decomposition of the algebra. This containment will in 
general be proper just as in the analogous case for direct sums or integrals of 
quasinilpotent operators. Then using these results we will be able to “lift” the 
Ringrose criterion for the radical of a nest algebra to the appropriate version 
of such a criterion for the radical of a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann 
algebra. 
The following is a convenient alternative version of the Ringrose criterion 
for nest algebras which proves useful. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let . #“ be a complete nest and let %S,, be the Jacobson 
radicalofCZ+-=alg.#‘.IfAEG!+, then A E <R,,- iff both of the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) EAE = 0 for every minimal L ?-interval E. 
(ii) IIEJE,, II -+ 0 f or every sequence E, of mutually orthogonal C !l’- 
intervals. 
Prooj First suppose A E .R, +.. If E is a minimal L P-interval then 
EBE E a,, for every B E L(H), so in particular EA*E E ~7, I . Since 
A E .9, 1 so must (EA *E)(EAE); but a positive quasinilpotent must be zero, 
so necessarily EAE = 0. 
Next, suppose A E @, (- and suppose 11 E,AE,(I > E > 0 for an infinite 
sequence E, of mutually i . h--intervals. If Fj is any finite set of mutually i 
I I -intervals it follows from the linear order of C 4‘ that at least one of the Fi 
must contain some E,. For this Fi we have IIF,AF,IJ > E. It follows from the 
Ringrose criterion (1.3) that A 6? .9? + . Thus every operator in .9 ,. satisfies 
(ii). 
Now suppose A E @.V- and both (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Fix N E -4 -, 
N # (0), and let (r = inf(ll(N - L) A(N - L)ll: L E _,Y-, L < N, L # NJ. We 
claim a = 0. If N has an immediate predecessor (i.e., if NP #N) then 
E = N-N_ is a minimal .F-interval and so CI = 0 by (i). If N- = N, let B 
be the set of members of I P‘ strictly contained in N directed upward by 
inclusion. Suppose a > 0. Then for fixed L E B the set (L’ -L) A(L’ -L), 
L’ E P, converges strongly to (N - L) A(N - L), so by lower semicontinuity 
of the norm in the strong operator topology there is an L’ E 8, L’ > L, such 
that ll(L’ -L) A(L’ - L)ll > +a. That is, for each L E B there exists L’ E P 
with L’ > L such that ll(L’ -L) A(L’ - L)ll > +a. Inductively obtain a 
sequence (setting L, + , = LA) such that if F, = L,,, -L, we have 
JIF,,AFJ > +a for every n, thus contradicting (ii). Thus necessarily a = 0. 
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We have shown that for each NE. I. it is true that inf(l](N- L) 
A(N- L)]]: L E. I ‘, L < N. L # NJ = 0. A similar argument shows that 
inf( ll(L - N) A(L - N)]]: L E c I -, L > N, L # NJ = 0. A version of the 
Ringrose criterion (1.2) then implies that A E rn. m 
An immediate consequence of the above version of the Ringrose criterion 
is the well known result that every compact operator in (r,, with zero 
diagonal is in .,9,, . A direct proof of this from the Ringrose criterion would 
follow the later part of the above proof. This lemma is useful in part because 
it points out the precise manner in which operators in the radical of a nest 
algebra “behave” like compact operators, and is interesting because the 
theory of nest algebras has at least some of its roots in the study of super 
diagonal forms for compact operators. 
If. ,t 1 is a nest, we will say the . I -intervals E and F are strict/Jr ordered, 
and write E & F, if the upper endpoint of E is contained in the lower 
endpoint of F. Thus E @ F iff E 1 F and EAF E ff,, for every A E L(H). It 
is clear that < is a transitive relation. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let ~ I - be a complete nest of projections contained in a 
factor von Neumann algebra 3, and let ~3’ = .9 n 67, be the corresponding 
nest-subalgebra of 9. Then the Jacobson radical of 0’ is contained in the 
Jacobson radical of M, + . We have rad(U) = .9 n rad((TT , ). 
Proof Suppose TE rad(G!). We will show that T must satisfy conditions 
(i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.1 and is thus contained in rad(G’ , ). 
If E is a minimal I I -interval then (as in (5.1)) the operator ET*E is in 
fl,, and is also in .9 and so is in @, and hence ET*ETE is a positive 
operator in rad(G’) and so must be zero. So ETE = 0. 
Now suppose that ]] E, TE,II > a > 0 for some infinite sequence E, of 
mutually orthogonal ~ +-intervals. We will construct a partial isometry 
S E @’ such that ST is not quasinilpotent, thus contradicting our hypothesis 
that T E rad(0’). We can assume a = 1 by normalizing T if necessary. Since 
every pair of mutually orthogonal intervals for a nest is strictly ordered, by 
reordering and dropping to a subsequence if necessary we can assume the E, 
either have ordering E, 9 E,> E, % ... or ordering E, < E, < E, 6 ... . We 
assume the former; the proof for the latter is analogous. 
For each i let Ti = Ei TE, and let Ti = Ui I Ti / be its polar decomposition. 
Let Pi be a spectral projection for ] Til so that /] TiPixlI > llPixll, x E H. Note 
that Ti, lJi, I Til, Pi are in .3?. Let Qi be the range projection of T, P, , so 
Q, E 9, and (since .9 is a factor) let S, be a nonzero partial isometry in .9 
with initial projection a subprojection of Q, and final projection a subpro- 
jection of P, [4, III. 11. Now let Q, be the range projection of Tz S, T, P, . 
Continue inductively, for each i > 2 obtaining a nonzero partial isometry Si 
in .3’ from a subprojection of the range projection Qi of the product 
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TiSi-1 Ti-1 ... S, T, P, to a subprojection of Pi+, . By our construction for 
each i the product Si Ti Si- 1 Ti- 1 . . . S, T, P, has norm 21. Moreover, each 
Si is in ~9’ by Lemma 2.2. Since the supports of the Si are mutually 1 and 
similarly for the ranges, the sum JJ Si converges strongly to a partial 
isometry S in 0’. We claim Il(Sr)“II > 1 for n > 1. Indeed, the facts that 
E n+, S = S, = SE, and that for each A E fl we have SiASj = 0 whenever 
i < j imply that for each n > 1 we have 
E,+,(ST)” E, = S,T(S,-, + a.. + S,) T... (S, + S,) TS, TE, 
=S,TS,p,TS,-,T... S,TE, 
= S,TS,p, T,p, ... S, T, 
which has norm >l, thus justifying our claim. So ST is not quasinilpotent, 
thus obtaining the desired contradiction. 1 
Remark. The proof shows that if EL,..., E, are 1 intervals so that 
I( Ei TE,II > E then there exists a partial isometry S in U so that II(S IJm > E 
for m = l,..., k - 1. 
Now let .B be an arbitrary von Neumann algebra, I I a complete nest in 
L(H), and 0’ the associated nest-subalgebra of .9. Let 0’ = !‘A @ (r(k),~(dA) 
and .ti = 1, @ .~(A)P(&) be decompositions with respect to some algebra of 
diagonal operators Q in the center of 9. Q will often, but not always, taken 
to be cent(.S). By (3.7) and (4.4) it follows that (w(k) is a nest-subalgebra of 
,%‘(A) Ill-a.e. Of course if CP = cent(g), then each ,9(l) is a factor. The 
following lemma gives a relationship between the radical of 6Y and the 
radicals of the Q!(A). As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the 
containment will usually be proper. 
LEMMA 5.3. In the above terminology, if T E rad(67), then T(l) E 
rad(@(A)) p-a.e. That is, the radical of L7 is contained in the direct integral 
of the radicals of the summands. 
Proof: Suppose T E rad(0’) and A--+ T(1) is a Bore1 representation of T. 
Let Gr(C;Po denote the graph of the measurable multifunction A --) Q’(A) from 
/i to (C(h), s.0.t.); i.e., ((A, A): A E L(h), A E Cl!(A)}. For E > 0 consider the 
set 
E, = {(A, B): B E L(h) and Il(T(l) B)“I[“” > E for all n} n Gr(6l’). 
The set E, is a Bore1 set in /i x C(h) because the maps in the sequence 
(4 B) -+ (T(l), B) + (T(l) B)” + II BY I/“n 
are each Bore1 functions and by altering @(A) on a p-null set we may assume 
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Gr((T) is a Bore1 set in A x C(h) (cf. (4.5)). Moreover, it follows that T(i) is 
in rad(@(A)) precisely if A is not in 17,(E,,,) for every k (ZI,, denotes the 
projection map of A x C(h) onto A). If however, the analytic set ZZ,,(E,,,) 
has nonzero measure for some k. then using Measurable Selection (3.8), 
there is a p-measurable map II + B(A) from n,(E,,,) to C(h) so that (1, B(A)) 
is in E ,,k p-a.e. Now extend this map to A by setting it to zero on the 
complement of DA(EIIk) and denote by B the operator in L(H) which this 
function represents. From the definition of E,,, it follows that B E (‘7 and 
from the functional calculus of direct integral operators it follows that 
II(TB)“II”” > I/k f or all n. This contradicts the fact that T is in rad((r). 1 
Remark 5.4. Recall that if Y is a lattice then an Y-interval is a 
projection of the form Q - P, where Q, P E P, P < Q. In the following 
discussion let &+ denote the set of all Y’-intervals. If 2 = Iat for some 
algebra O’, then Y consists precisely of all the semi-invariant projections for 
U by [ 151. Whenever .Y is reflexive then P is necessarily closed in the 
strong operator topology. Indeed, we need only check that if E is a strong 
limit point of K then E is semi-invariant for alg Y’; i.e., that EAE’BE = 0 
for all A, B E alg 9. But this follows from strong continuity of 
multiplication in the unit ball of L(H) together with the fact that every 
projection in 8 has this property. The following lemma relates the intervals 
of a reflexive lattice Y to the intervals of its integrand lattices. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let /I --t 2”(A) be a measurable field of reflexive lattice and 
for each A let S?(A) denote the set of Y’(A)-intervals. Let Y’ = l,, @ 2”(A) 
,u(dA) and let B denote the set of Y-intervals. Then A + K’(A) is measurable 
and P = J‘,, @ Z?(A) ,u(dA). 
ProoJ Let E E 8. Then E = P - Q, where Q < P are in 2 and moreover 
E decomposes into projections P(L) - Q(A) with P(A), Q(A) in U’(A) p-a.e. 
By the functional calculus of decomposable operators it follows that Q(A) < 
P(A) p-a.e. so that E(l) = P(/z) - Q(n) E &f(A) pu-a.e. 
Conversely let E = 10 E(l) ,u(dl). where E(A) E F(A). Let Gr*(Y’) = 
((A, P, Q), P, Q E L(h) and P, Q E P(A)}. Consider the set S = ((A, P, Q) E 
A x C(h) x C(h): P > Q and P - Q = E(A)} n Gr’(P). This set is a Bore1 
set in A x C(h) x C(h) since by altering P(A) on a p-null set we may 
assume that Gr’(Y’) is a Bore1 set (4.5). Hence by Measurable Selection 
(3.8), we can obtain a p-measurable map F: A-+ C(h) x C(h) so that 
(A, F(I1)) E S for 1 E ZZ,(S) = A. That is, F(i) = (P(l), Q(k)), where 
II + P(2) and A+ Q(A) are measurable, P(A), Q(l) are in P(A), P(k) > Q(2), 
and E(l) = P(k) - Q(A) pu-a.e. Clearly if we denote by P (resp. Q, F) the map 
A + P(A) (resp. Q(A), P(A) - Q(A)) it follows that F = 1‘ 0 E(l)p(d/2) and 
E=FEP. 1 
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Now let i” be a subspace lattice, Gi’ = alg 9, and suppose P0 is a 
commutative sublattice of 9. If E > 0 we say that an operator A E (2’ has an 
Y0 E-paving if there exists a finite set El,..., E, of mutually orthogonal PO- 
intervals with C Ei = I such that 11 EiAEiI( < E for each i. Such intervals are 
said to e-pave A. For each A with an ip s-paving we define the Y0 c-paving 
number P,(A) to be the minimum cardinality among sets of PO-intervals 
which s-pave A. (Note that we do not require the projections in P’$ to be 
contained in (P(.) 
LEMMA 5.6. Let W be a subspace lattice, and suppose Y0 is a 
commutative sublattice of 9. If an operator A E alg(Y) admits an Y; F- 
pavingfor every E > 0 then necessarily A is in the Jacobson radical of alg Y. 
Proof Let 0’ = alg P, fl,, = alg PO, so fYO 1 M and G’,, 1 YO. We will 
show that A E rad(M,) and hence A E rad(CZ). For this, let I7 be any strictly 
transitive representation of Q’,, and note that, since PO c CZ’,, for each P E 2; 
the image D(P) must be either 0 or the identity. It follows that the image of 
every P’$interval is 0 or the identity. So if E, ,..., E, are mutually orthogonal 
Y<-intervals with C Ei = I then Z7(A) = ZZ(C E,AE,). and hence 
A - 2 E,AE, E kernel(D). But kernel(n) is necssarily closed [ 131, and the 
fact that A can be c-paved for every E implies that A is the norm-limit of 
operators of the form A - C E,AE,. Hence A E kernel(n). Since Ii’ was 
arbitrary, A E rad(flO). So A E rad(Q’) since fin rad(fl’,) c rad(U). 1 
In essence, the Ringrose criterion (1.3) provides the converse to Lemma 
5.6 in the special case in which ip is a nest an iv0 = ik. The converse, with 
Y0 = ip, has been shown to hold for certain more general commutative 
subspace lattices and progress has been made on the general commutative 
case in [7, 81. This is the “radical problem” emphasized in 181. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section and gives the 
appropriate generalization of Ringrose’s characterization of the radical of a 
nest algebra to the general case of a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann 
algebra. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let 12’ be a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra 9 
with nest H” and let p0 be the complete lattice generated by -4“ and the 
central projections in 9. If T E M then T E rad(GY) if and only if given E > 0 
there exists a finite set (Ei] of mutually orthogonal liP,-intervals with 
C Ei = I for which 11 Ei TE, )I < E for all i. 
Proof: Since G!’ is reflexive the “if’ part follows from Lemma 5.6. For the 
converse, let Cl? = IA @ @(A) ,u(dA) and 9 = IA @ .%‘@)p(dA) be decom- 
positions along the center of 9. By Theorem 4.4 each a(A) is a nest- 
subalgebra of the factor A?(A) and in fact a(A) = 2?(A) n @,+ (A1. Suppose 
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T E rad(@‘) and let 1 -+ T(A) be a Bore1 representative for T. Then by Lemma 
5.3 there is a ,u-null set N such that T(A) E rad(a(A)) off IV, so by Theorem 
5.2 T(A) E rad(aUC,-& off IV. We may modify T so that T(A) = 0 on A? The 
Ringrose criterion for nests (1.3) implies that for each I, T(A) can be .#‘(A)- 
s-paved for each E > 0. Let PC(n) denote the J”(1) s-paving number of T(L). 
We will show that the PJ,I) are “essentially” bounded: that is, we will show 
that there exists a p-null set A such that for each E > 0 the set of positive 
integers {P,(J): 1 E/i - fi} is uniformly bounded. This will lead to a proof 
that T can be P0 s-paved for each E > 0. 
Let B denote the set of PO-intervals and denote by G:(8) the graph of the 
multifunction i + ??(I)“; that is, ((1, E, ,..., E,): Ei E L(h) and Ei E Z’(l)}. 
By Lemma 5.5 and (4.5) we may assume that G:(8) is a Bore1 set in 
/i X C(h)“. Let I(n) denote the identity on h,I = h and set 
E; = 
I 
(A, E, ,..., En): IIEi ‘Z’(A) EJ( ,< ~3 x Ei 
= I(L), EiEj = dijEi 
I 
n G;(8). 
As in earlier proofs we see that Ei is a Bore1 set in /1 x C(h)” for each n and 
hence 17,(Ei) = (1: P,(n) < n) is analytic in /i. To show that Pa(n) is essen- 
tially bounded we must show for some integer N that &4 - n,Ei) = 0. 
Note that for fixed E > 0 the sets Ei form an increasing sequence. For 
convenience let Gz denote the sets A\D,(Ei), and note that for each E > 0 the 
intersection (-)Gi is empty. 
To show that for each E > 0 we have p(Gk) = 0 for some integer N we 
argue by contradiction. Suppose that for some E > 0 we have ,u(G,“) > 0 for 
all n. Then since nGi = 0 there exist mutually disjoint measurable sets 
G, c Gi with ,u(G,J > 0 for k = 1,2,.... Now fix k > 3, fix 1 E G, and choose 
n so that 2n < k. We have P,(1) > k > 2n. Let k, = P,(A) and let Q, ,..., Qk, 
be an J(J) s-paving for T(A). Since k, is the e-paving number of T(l) the 
sum of any two adj,cent intervals from {Q,,..., Qk,} is an interval for which 
the compression of T(A) to it has norm >E. Combining adjacent intervals in 
this fashion we obtain at least n mutually orthogonal ,/(A)-intervals for 
which the compression of T(A) to each has norm >E. Now by the remark 
following Theorem 5.2, there is a B in C(h)n @(A) so that 
II(BT(A))mll”m > E, m = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
If we denote Gr(@) = {(A, A) E /i X C(h): A E @(A)} and 
F; = fi {(A, B) E A x C(h): II(BT(l))“II > cm} r) Gr(fl). 
m=l 
then as in previous arguments we may take Fi to be a Bore1 set in /i X C(h). 
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The preceding paragraph now implies that G, c 17,(Fi-,) for 2n < k. In 
particular G,, c n,(F{), k > 2. Now Measurable Selection (3.8) implies the 
existence of measurable cross sections L -+ B&.) for which B&) = 0 for 
16? G,, and (1, B&)) E Fi for 1 E Gjk; that is, (I(B&) r(L))“ll > ek for 
A E G,,. Now let B,, = s,, 0 Bxk(A),u(dA) and note that the B,, have 
mutually orthogonal supports. Set B = JJ B,,; then 11 BII < 1 and B E 67. 
Furthermore 
IIWIk II = ey;p IIW) WNk II 
for k = 2, 3,.... So BT is not quasinilpotent, thus contradicting the hypothesis 
that T E rad @. We have thus proved that A-+ P,(L) is essentially bounded 
for each E > 0. 
Finally we can show that T has an Y0 s-paving for all E > 0. Given E > 0, 
let P,(1) be p-essentially bounded by n so that L E ZZ,,Ei p-a.e. Thus using 
Measurable Selection (3.8), and recalling the definition of E,fj, there exists n 
maps L -+ Ei(A) satisfying the conditions of the set .Ei. Now by (5.5) there 
exists E, ,..., E, in B so that Ej = J‘,, 0 Ei(A)p(dA). Clearly the set (Ei} F- 
paves T. 1 
The following is an immediate corollary of the above theorem and 
generalizes the result of Theorem 5.2 concerning factors. This result should 
be compared with the results in the next section where corollaries of (5.6) in 
a different direction are given. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let OT be a nest-subalgebra of .9 with respect to the 
nest ,A’^. If %? is the center of 9, and d is the nest-subalgebra of S?’ with 
respect to -4; then rad L.7 = rad d n 3. 
Remark. The nest-subalgebra @ has commutative lattice 9 = J? V ,4-, 
where J are the projections in g. Another way to think of @ is as the direct 
integral of the nest algebras which are involved in the decomposition of CPI 
into nest-subalgebras of factors. That is, if @ = s @ a,,:\ n <g*,a(dA), where 
,W, is a factor a.e., then @ = I@ abfip(d;l). 
6. rad G? VERSUS rad a,, 
In the main theorem in Section 5 we gave a characterization of the radical 
of a nest-subalgebra @ of a von Neumann algebra 9 with respect to a nest 
-4’-c.L?. This characterization along with the result (5.2) that rad @,, 2 
rad fl whenever 9 is a factor leads to questions concerning the relationship 
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between rad CZ’, +- and rad CY. While it is usually true that rad 0’. , .ti rad CT 
(2.4), we are led by Theorem 5.7 to consider this relationship for other nests 
in 3’. We show in this section that in fact rad fl c U {rad G!, , 0: s 4 d is a nest 
in J/‘}, where 9 =-V VA is, as in Section 5, the join of I I. and the 
projections in cent(A?). More striking is the fact that a contable subset of 
rad G’ can be included in a single rad U,+-O. However, in general the entire 
radical of fl cannot be included in the radical of a single nest algebra. Hence 
radicals of nest-subalgebras of von Neumann algebras are not, in general, 
contained in radicals of nest algebras. In addition to the factor case it is 
shown that rad G! c rad G’,, whenever . I^  is a finite nest. We show in 
Example 6.8 that these are essentially the only cases. 
We begin by giving a technical lemma concerning finite subnests of a 
commutative subspace lattice. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let 5~~ be a commutative lattice, and let L t ;, ~ I; be finite 
nests in p. Then there exists a finite nest. zt.1 in 9 such that 
(i) -,#I c--tj, 
(ii) every interval of L t’i is the finite join of intervals of ..f ‘3, 
(iii) ever-v minimal interval of I I; is a subprojection of a minimal 
interval of C I; and of ~ 9’;. 
ProoJ Let.I~={Pi}~and.~~=(Qi}f,,whereO=P,<P,<~..<P,=I 
and similarly for ( Qi}. Define Ri,j = (Pi V Qj) A Pi+, , 0 < i < k - 1 and 
0 <j < 1. Notice that R, - Pi is just the part of Qj lying between Pi and 
‘i+l* The family I I; = {Rij} is a nest ordered lexicographically; i.e., 
O=R,,< ... <R,,=P,<R,,<...,<R,, 
=P,<...<Rkp,.,=Pk=I, 
where the R, are generally not distinct. Every minimal interval of , I;, 
Rij-Ri,j-1 Or Ri,o-Ri-l,/r is a subinterval of Qj - Qj- , and Pi+ 1 - Pi or 
respectively I - Q,-, and Pi-Pi-, . On the other hand Q,i - Q,jp, = 
CfLd Rij - Ri,j- 1 which are distinct intervals in (Rij} =. ti. 1 
In the following theorem let Y’ =, 1. VI X be the lattice generated by the 
nest . ,I - together with the projections ..X in cent(.$). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G? be a nest-subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra .A? 
with respect to a nest -6’. If {T,,} is any countable subset of rad(@) there is a 
nest I 4’0 c 9 such that (T,,} c rad(@, +-0). 
ProoJ Decompose the nest-subalgebra C!! via its center. Then Cp = j,, @ 
G”A,u(dA), where a, is a nest-subalgebra of a factor. Fix a T in rad(@) and 
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let E > 0 be given. By Theorem 5.7 there exists intervals EL,..., E, from 
P=.k”V.l so that )IEiTEiI)<& for all i and JJEi=I. Now Ei=J‘,@ 
Ei(n) /ddA), and {E,(A),..., En@)} are intervals from the nest -Yi p-a.e. with 
I(A) = 2 Ei(A). C onsidering endpoints of the intervals Ei(A), by Measurable 
Selection (3.8) obtain a finite nest ..P in 5P with minimal intervals ,!?, ,..., E?, 
perhaps different from E, ,..., E, but such that the sets {Z?,(A),..., i’,(n)) and 
1E,(J-L E,@)J g a ree p-a.e. except perhaps for order. Now lIEi TY?iII = 
ess sup IIg,(n) T(A) ,!?,(J)ll < E for all i since p-a.e. )I Ej(A) T(A) E,(A)]/ < E for 
all j. 
We have shown that for each fixed T E rad(0’) and fixed E > 0 there exists 
a finite nest. i. in g-intervals from which s-pave T. So if (T,,} is a countable 
subset of rad(@‘) there exist finite nests J’ij in io such that T, is l/j-paved 
by intervals from . 6ij. Let I be an enumeration of all pairs of natural 
numbers and using Lemma 6.1 inductively generate a nested sequence of 
nests . /fi&. Since the ../Y;,,,) are nested their union is a nest in Y”. Let , fd be 
its completion. Then each T, can be s-paved by intervals from L,+,, for every 
E > 0. Since {T,,} c 0‘ and & c lat(0’) we have (T,,} c fl,+b, so the Ringrose 
criterion for nest algebras (1.3) now shows that (T,,} c rad(CP(, +,). 1 
If TE rad(@) then there exists a nest ‘4; c 9 such that T E rad @,, ,. 
That is, every T in rad(CPI) can be c-paved by intervals from a nest (4;. in 
lat M which depends on T but not on E. The following corollary is actually 
equivalent to Theorem 5.7. 
COROLLARY 6.3. rad(@= lJ{rad(CPl,,0)n5?:LP, nest in 9=.4‘V..H}. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Every countably generated topological/y nil ideai in fZ 
is contained in the radical of some nest algebra. 
Remark. Corollary 6.3 raises the question of whether containment of an 
operator in the radical of an arbitrary reflexive operator algebra implies 
containment in the radical of some nest algebra. Note that if T is contained 
in the radical of any reflexive operator algebra then T is contained in the 
radical of Alg Lat(T). Which quasinilpotents have this property? It is a 
result of Ringrose that every compact quasinilpotent is contained in the 
radical of some nest algebra and thus has this property. 
The following results show that except for the simplest cases one cannot 
obtain a single nest -4; in 40 which will pave every T in rad(@). This is 
striking since we have shown above that a single nest exists, intervals of 
which s-pave for every E a set whose strong closure contains rad(@). If 
rad(CPI) were norm separable or even countably generated as a norm-closed 
ideal it would follow from (6.2) that rad(@) would be entirely contained in 
the radical of some nest algebra. That this property fails points out in 
particular the failure of rad(@) to be countably generated. 
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We begin with a lemma concerning elements of the radical of a nest 
algebra $“ and subnests s $0 of L 4 . which are necessary to c-pave them. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let G’ be a nest-subalgebra of a factor and P, an element of 
the nest C I‘ so that either P, _ = P, = P, + or P,_ # P, # P, + . Then there 
exists an element T, in rad (3’ so that any e-paving from . I - must contain an 
interval with P, as an endpoint. 
Proof: In case P,- = P, = P, + let E, and F, be sequences of disjoint 
intervals from I I - such that the endpoints of E, are increasing, are less than 
P, and are strongly approaching P, and respectively for F,, decreasing, 
greater than P, and strongly approaching P,. By the Comparison Theorem 
there exist partial isometries S, in 37 with initial space in F, and final space 
in E,. These partial isometries are in rad U,,- by (2.2) and so in rad G’ and 
any c-paving for S, must contain as an endpoint some element of. I which 
lies between the lower endpoint of E, and the upper edpoint of F,. For 
example, the intervals {P,, I - P,} c-pave S, for all E and n. The sum 
S = C S, also lies in rad 0 by (2.2). Notice that any paving of S from I 
which has P, as an interior point for some interval contains some intervals 
E, and F,, for large enough n. Hence since /IS, I( = 1 such a paving cannot be 
an c-paving for E < 1. For case P,- #P, #P,+ only one partial isometry is 
needed and the argument follows as before. I 
Remark 6.6. This lemma may fail if P,- # P, = P,, or vice-versa. The 
following is a concrete example of this lemma and illustrates the fact that for 
paving the radical the nest cannot be reduced by even a single element. It is 
important to note that one cannot in general restrict pavings to intervals 
from denumerable (even dense) subsets of. I ; 
Let H = L,(O, 1) with Lebesgue measure. , I. = (kl,: N, = L,(t, 1). 
t E [0, l]} and .3 = L(H). Fix a t, in (0, l), let 6 < min(t,, 1 -to) and 
define the map S on L,(O, 1) by S(f) = g, where g(t) = XC,,pS,r,j(t)f (2t, - t). 
This partial isometry reflects the part off between t, and t, + 6 to t, - 6 to t,) 
about t,. It is clear as in the proof of the lemma that S is in rad 0’ and any 
e-paving of S from s I - must contain an interval with an endpoint Nt,,. 
The following is a useful corollary of this lemma. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let P and Q be members of a nest . I. which 
determines a nonminimal interval E of L +” and let 9 be a factor von 
Neumann algebra containing # -. 
There exists a partial isometry supported on E which is in rad @,,-P .3 
and for which every e-paving (E < 1) from L c’” must contain an interval with 
an endpoint which lies between P and Q. 
Proof: Assume P < R < Q, where R is in ~ 6. and the ordering is strict. 
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Let. Zd be the nest (0, P, R, Q, I}. Using (6.6) there exists a partial isometry 
S in .2 and in rad CZ’+ oso that R must be an endpoint for some interval in 
every .,Pg c-paving (E < 1) for S. Thus every .4 - e-paving must use as an 
endpoint a member of ,4’- between P and Q. 1 
Before proving the next theorem we must consider how the size of the nest 
I is related to the von Neumann algebra A?. We shall call a nest . I. .S 
finite if there exists a finite nest . “0 in 3 so that the nest-subalgebras of .d 
generated by I and $0 are the same. We shall call a nest . I. #-infinite 
otherwise. The following is an example of an infinite nest I. which is .3/- 
finite with respect to a von Neumann algebra .rtr’ containing it. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. Let H=C:E,OH, and .d = C;=, @ L(H,). 
Furthermore let L 4 i = (0, P,, I,}, 0 # P, # I,, be a nest on H, . Let, I be the 
ordinal sum of these nests. Then, 4 - is L(H)-infinite (i.e., infinite) yet it is .x/- 
finite. 
Moreover we may exclude from consideration a part of a nest-subalgebra 
@’ which is self-adjoint. That is, a nest-subalgebra will be called completel~~ 
non-self-adjoint if there is no central decomposition of the space whereon one 
part 0’ is a self-adjoint algebra. Given a nest-subalgebra 0’ of a von 
Neumann algebra .8, there is a unique central decomposition of the space so 
that correspondingly 0’ is decomposed into completely non-self-adjoint parts 
and a self-adjoint part. Notice that the self-adjoint part is equal to the 
corresponding part of the von Neumann algebra 3’. 
In the theorem below we assume as usual that c?’ is a nest-subalgebra of .8’ 
with respect to the nest . I‘ and denote by 2’ the commutative lattice 
generated by f. and the projections ,+& in the center of. d. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let ~57 be a completely non-selfadjoint nest-subalgebra of 
a von Neumann algebra ,S with nest L t ‘. Then there exists a nest, Id in !F so 
that rad fl = rad @, ,-0 ~‘3 .CS if and only if there exists a central projection P, 
so that 
(i) , /‘/P,, H is ,231 P, H-jinite and 
(ii) .B 1 P$H is the finite sum offactors. 
ProoJ That such a central decomposition of the space for which (i) and 
(ii) are satisfied is sufficient follows from earlier results. On PiH, the result 
is true by taking the ordinal sum of the nests obtained by restricting .4 . to 
the minimal central projections of .BIPiH and applying Theorem 5.7. On 
P,H we take a finite nest -4’; so that -“;I P,H generates CYlP,,H. Letting -4; 
be the ordinal sum of these two nests; one on PkH and one on P,H, the 
result follows. 
To show the converse we let I 4’; be a nest in iL” and assume that such a 
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central decomposition of the algebras as given by (i) and (ii) does not exist. 
Let H = !‘A @ H,p(dA) be the decomposition of H via the center of .d and 
Y be the projections in the center of .d. Thus we have ;iu’ = .I‘,\. 0, #/(A) 
,D(&). I - J,, 0. I ‘(A) p(dA) and lo - J @ _ r,;(A) ,~u(dA). By (3.4) it follows 
that. Id(A) c. I ‘(A) p-a.e. If card{. I ‘(A)} < N for 1 E a set A,,, and if P,, is the 
central projection with support A, it follows that I ‘IP, H is ,tilP,, H-finite. 
Thus if (i) and (ii) do not hold, there are measurable sets A,, and 
corresponding nontrivial central projections P,, such that card(. I ‘(A)} > II p- 
a.e. on A,, 12 = 1, 2 ,.... 
Consider first the case when, +d is a finite nest 0 = R, < Rz < ... < R, = 1. 
Fix some k, k > n. Using a pigeon hole argument there exists an i and a Qk 
in c I ‘V, 4 supported on A, so that Ri < Qk < Ri+, and Ri(A) < Qk(A) < 
Ri+ ,(A) on a set A; of positive measure in /i,. (In this proof < will also 
mean #.) Using (6.7) for I in A; there exists a partial isometry in rad n, for 
which every s-paving by ,J -(A) requires an interval with an endpoint strictly 
between R#) and Ri+ ,(A). By an argument using Measurable Selection (3.8) 
there then exists a nonzero partial isometry S supported on A, and in rad fY 
so that every s-paving of S requires an interval of Y which lies strictly 
between Ri and Ri+,. Thus by (1.3) S cannot be in rad G’, I (). 
The case when c rd is infinite is similar however more technical. Begin by 
fixing a dense set {Q,} in. rd and fixing Bore1 representatives Q,,(A) of them. 
Recall that (Q,(A)} is dense (s.o.t.) in {d(A) p-a.e. If for some n 
card{~,+,(A)} < n on a set of positive measure in A,, then by the argument in 
the preceding paragraph we obtain an operator S in rad 0’ which is not in 
rad 0’+,. Thus we may assume that card{, I,(A)} > n pu-a.e. on A,,. In fact 
when card{. Id(A)} is finite then card{, r;(A)} = card{ Q,,(A)}. Thus for each k, 
there exists a set of positive measure Ai and k distinct members Qk, ,..., Qkr 
of {Q,} so that 0= Qk,(A) < Qk,(A) < ... < Qkk(A) =1(A) for /1 in A;. Next 
by dropping to a subsequence of A, and taking every other Qni if necessary, 
we may assume that each interval of the set {Qnk} is nonminimal with 
respect to P. In fact we need and can have that on ii; each interval of 
{ Q,JA)} will be nonminimal with respect to (* I ‘(A)}. 
We shall obtain, using a Bolzano-Weierstrass type argument, a sequence 
ni and corresponding disjoint intervals (E,,} of . I, so that E,,j P,,H is 
nonminimal with respect to YlP,,,H and in fact for 1 in A:li, E,,i(A) will be 
nonminimal with respect to I I ‘(A). From this we will show that rad (r , ,) 5 
rad 0’. Let n, = 3 and consider 0 = Q3i < Qj2 < Qj3 = I. Since c I, is a nest, 
for each n > 3, we have Qni ,< Q,, < Qnqi+ 1 for some i. Thus n/2 elements of 
(eni} lie above or below Qj2. Hence there exists a sequence mi so that m,/2 
of the elements of {Q,,,j} lie above Q, (or if not a sequence so that they all 
lie below). In the former case set E,i = QJ2 and F,I =I- Qj2 and in the 
latter case reverse them. Now assume that n,,..., nk are chosen and 
corresponding mutually disjoint intervals E,;,..., EnI, Fnk, where E,; are from 
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{Q,,,,i} and Fnk from. 4’0 so that there exists a sequence mi depending on k for 
which mi/2k elements of (Q,i.j} lie between the endpoints of Fnk. Choose 
nk+, to be miO, where m,o/2 “k > 3, and fix three elements P < Q < R in 
IQ np+,.j) which lie between the endpoints of Fnk= S,I - T,,,. As in the 
argument above, for each m, > mjO = nk+ , half the members of { Q,,,,i} which 
lie between the endpoints of Fnk (or >mi/2k+‘) must be either greater or less 
than Q. Thus there exists a subsequence ml of mi which depends on k + 1 so 
that those aforementioned members of Q,,,j lie above Q (or if not a subse- 
quence so they all lie below). If the former let Ek+ , be Q - P and Fk+ , be 
S,I - Q and if the latter let Ekfl = R - Q and F,n+, = Q - T,,,. Thus by 
induction we obtain the disjoint intervals Enk of L Id. 
The balance of the proof follows similarly to the case where. Id was finite. 
For each ni we use (6.7) and Measurable Selection (3.8) to construct a 
partial isometry S,, in rad @ supported on /iA, and on E,, so that S,, has an 
Y s-paving number of 2 for all E and every s-paving (E < 1) must contain an 
interval with an endpoint strictly between the endpoints of Enil PflifZ. Since 
/ini are disjoint, S = C S,, is a partial isometry. By the construction it can be 
s-paved by Y’ and so it is in rad G! by (5.7). However, any. ‘0 interval with 
an endpoint in Enkl PnLH must have its endpoint in Enl. Thus in order to. 4(; 
e-pave S we would need intervals with endpoints in each E,i. Since these are 
a denumerable collection of disjoint intervals this would be impossible. 
Remark. In the proof we could make the construction so that S can be E- 
paved with intervals from c ‘0 V, 4. In fact 5’ is c-paved with intervals from 
Y’ =, I -V R but cannot be c-paved (E < 1) by intervals from . $0. 
Nofe added in proo/ The question posed in Section 2, paragraph 1, has been answered 
affirmatively in a subsequent paper: F. Gilfeather and D. R. Larson, Structure in reflexive 
subspace lattices, J. London Math. Sot. (2) 26 (1982). 117-132. Subsequent papers by the 
authors on this subject are: Nest-subalgebras of von Neumann algebras: Commutants module 
compacts and distance estimates, J. Operator Theory 7 (1982), 279-302, and Nest- 
subalgebras of von Neumann algebras: Commutants modulo the Jacobson radical, J. 
Operator Theory. to appear. 
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